The model/data consistency problem for coprime factorizations considered here is this: Given some possibly noisy frequency-response data obtained by running open-loop experiments on a system, show that these data are consistent with a given family of perturbed coprime factor models and a time-domain L 1 noise model. In the noise-free open-loop case, the model/data consistency problem boils down to the existence of an interpolating function in RH 1 that evaluates to a nite number of complex matrices at a nite number of points on the imaginary axis. A theorem on boundary interpolation in RH 1 is a building block that allows us to devise computationally simple necessary and su cient tests to check if the perturbed coprime factorization is consistent with the data. For standard coprime factorizations, the test involves the computation of minimum-norm solutions to overdetermined complex matrix equations. The Schmidt-Mirsky Theorem is used in the case of special factorizations of exible systems. For L 1 noise corrupting the frequency-response measurements, a complete solution to the open-loop noisy SISO problem using the structured singular value is given.
Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of checking consistency of open-loop experimental frequencyresponse data with perturbed coprime factor plant descriptions. This issue has been overlooked for some time in the development of robust control, although some recent work has dealt with this problem for time-response data 14], 20], 13], 17]. This is somewhat surprising because one might argue that the problem of uncertainty modeling should not be determined only by how tractable the robustness problem gets with a given model, but also from the possibility of performing experimental consistency checks and by the feasibility of constructing bounds for the uncertainty sets from experimental data. Related works on identi cation in H 1 use frequency-response data 10], 2], 5], and in particular, 10] and 5] use the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation theory as we do.
The general model/data consistency problem for coprime factorizations (CF) is this: Given some experimental data obtained by running open-loop or closed-loop experiments on the system, show that these (possibly noisy) data are consistent with a family of perturbed coprime factor models. In other words, do there exist a perturbation and a noise belonging to the uncertainty and noise sets such that the input-output data can be reproduced by the model? A mathematical formulation of this problem is given in the next section.
For time-domain noisy input-output data, Smith 20 ] developed a method based on optimization to answer this question. His method applies to a general uncertainty description where the uncertainty block is connected as a feedback around a generalized plant. Since coprime factor uncertainty ts this description, the method can be applied to the special case of CF that we are interested in. The noise is considered as an exogenous input of the generalized plant and is assumed to be bounded in L 2 .
Here we treat the case where we have N frequency-response data points to test the model. The open-loop noise-free multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) case and noisy single-input, single-output (SISO) case are studied, and complete solutions to these consistency problems are given. One motivation for using a coprime factorization approach is that it is well suited for modeling lowdamped dynamics of large exible space structures (LFSS) 4] or exible mechanical systems with clustered modes. If frequency-response experiments are performed on an experimental setup with exibilities or on an actual LFSS, then the results presented here are of interest to obtain better uncertainty models.
The open-loop noise-free model/data consistency problem boils down to the existence of an in-terpolating function in RH 1 that evaluates to a nite number N of complex matrices of compatible dimensions at N distinct points on the imaginary axis. Our central result is a theorem on boundary interpolation in RH 1 . This necessary and su cient condition allows us to devise a simple test consisting of computing minimum-norm solutions to N underdetermined linear complex matrix equations to check if the perturbed coprime factorization is consistent with the data. Left-coprime factorizations (LCF) are studied, but the results also apply to right-coprime factorizations (RCF).
We also treat the case of a special factorization for large exible space structures introduced in 3]. This case turns out to be quite a bit more di cult than the standard coprime factorization case, but a complete solution is nonetheless provided. This necessary and su cient condition uses the It is argued that a good approximation of the e ect of such noises in the frequency-domain is disk-like uncertainty in the complex plane around each entry of the complex frequency-response matrices for each of N distinct frequencies. So the problem is again decomposed into N consistency problems for constant complex matrices, and then the boundary interpolation theorem is invoked to show that there exists (or not) a norm-bounded RH 1 perturbation of the coprime factors that could have produced the noisy frequency-response measurements. For the SISO case considered, N tests on linear fractional transformations (LFT) provide a necessary and su cient condition for consistency. We show that if some of the singular value tests are inconclusive, then the norm bound on the coprime factor uncertainty model can be increased at the corresponding frequencies until all N tests lead to a positive conclusion of consistency of the model with the data. On the other hand, it is also possible to reduce the norm bound at those frequencies where the tests show that there is too much uncertainty in the model. This provides a way to re ne the model by reducing conservativeness at some frequencies while ensuring consistency for all measurements.
Notation
Let H be an n m complex matrix with singular values 1 q ; q := minfm; ng. The maximum and minimum singular values of H are written as (H) = 1 and (H) = q respectively. 3 5 , K is such that its transpose K T has the same dimensions as P 22 , and is such that its transpose T has the same dimensions as P 11 . Then the lower linear fractional transformation (LFT) of P by K is F L (P; K) := P 11 + P 12 K(I ? P 22 K) ?1 P 21 whenever the inverse exists. The upper LFT of P by is F U (P; ) := P 22 + P 21 (I ?P 11 ) ?1 P 12 whenever the inverse exists. These de nitions, which also hold for system matrices, are best illustrated by the two block diagrams in Figure 1 where F L (P; K) = u 1 7 ! v 1 and F U (P; ) = u 2 7 ! v 2 .
Problem Formulation
This section introduces a general model/data consistency problem and then specializes it to coprime factorizations. The formulation includes as special cases all the problems considered in this paper. De ne an experiment as follows: Apply an input to the system, and record the input and the resulting output.
The general model/data consistency problem is comprised of (i) a set M of N experiments, (ii) Note that this problem is weaker than the model validation problem where one seeks to validate the model triple (T ; D; W) using the measurements M. As a matter of fact, this latter problem was abandoned when the English philosopher Karl Popper 18] showed that a model can never be validated using a nite set of data. The best one can do is to show that the model triple (T ; D; W) is not invalidated by the experimental data M, and this is what the model/data consistency problem is all about 17], 20]. A negative answer to Problem 1 forces us to modify T and D until we get consistency. In that sense, our knowledge of the system increases. Note that the noise set W is usually a hard constraint that we have to live with; more on this in Section 3.
Let us now specialize Problem 1 to nite-dimensional linear time-invariant T, which would be the plant model G of which we have a coprime factorization in RH 1 
Clearly 2 RH 1 . This matrix is introduced because the result on robust closed-loop internal stability of the system (see, e.g., 9] for a de nition and treatment of internal stability) in Figure 2 for a perturbed coprime factor plant description is expressed in terms of a norm bound on (j! 
where r is a unit in RH 1 . In the open-loop case, r is assumed small enough so thatM p is also a unit in RH 1 , that is, every G p 2 P is stable. For this to hold, we will require in this paper that
The unit r characterizes the size of the uncertainty in the coprime factors at each frequency ! because kr ?1 k 1 < 1 implies k (j!)k < jr(j!)j. The small-gain theorem of Zames 23 Theorem 1 on robust stability of a closed-loop system with a perturbed coprime factorization as in Figure 2 gives the main motivation to make r as small as possible. Indeed, condition (b) in the theorem is di cult to satisfy if r is large on the imaginary axis. On the other hand, a small r would make condition (b) easier to satisfy and provide some freedom to achieve some desired performance speci cations. In order to be able to use the result of Theorem 1 in the design of a robust controller for a real plant, one has to construct and modify the bound jr(j!)j until it properly captures the uncertainty in the physical system. and corrupting the output signal of a linear plant. In this case, the theory developed in this paper is valid.
The Noise Model
The goal of this section is to show that time-domain L 1 -bounded additive output noise corrupting a frequency-response measurement at frequency ! can be modeled as a complex additive perturbation of T(j!).
A frequency-response experiment consists of exciting the system with a sine wave of a given frequency ! and recording the time-response of the output after the transients have died down.
The input sinusoid is assumed to have unit amplitude. The noise a ects the phase and zerocrossing readings on the recorded output signal as shown in Figure 3 . This gure illustrates a purely hypothetical situation used to derive bounds on the additive amplitude uncertainty A and the additive phase uncertainty . It is not meant to show a procedure to obtain bounds from experimental data. For instance, the sinusoidal envelope of the signal is impossible to obtain in practice.
We assume that this noise is any signal in L 1 bounded in magnitude; thus the noise set N 
and the uncertainty in phase is derived by rst characterizing the uncertainty in the time-delay . A rst-order approximation of the sine function around a zero crossing yields the bound:
which leads to the following bound on the phase uncertainty: Thus, for SISO plants, the corresponding frequency-domain noise set W that appears in the specialized version of Problem 1 above is the set of additive norm-bounded complex perturbations
where L a = M under the approximation that the uncertainty region containing the disk is square.
This approximation makes sense if the L 1 signal-to-noise ratio is su ciently large, i.e., M is small compared to A m ( Figure 4 ). Note that W is just the disk W 0 translated to the origin. For MIMO plants, we assume that a noise n ij 2 N a ects each output channel for each sinusoidal test input in the frequency-response experiment. This assumption is good if the noise has basically the same source for all the plant sensors. For example, noises caused by external vibrations in a mechanical system, or electrical noises a ecting the sensors may be bounded by a unique constant for all outputs. Quantization noise may also be bounded in this way in the open-loop case, and in the closed-loop case where the quantizer would be external to the linear loop, e.g., part of a measuring device. The corresponding noise set W in the frequency domain is the set of additive complex perturbations whose entries are magnitude-bounded:
W := a 2 C p m : j a ] ij j < L a ; i = 1; : : : ; p; j = 1; : : : ; m : (9) Here L a = M as in the SISO case. Note that L a does not depend on the frequency ! or the amplitude of the output sinusoid, which is a nice property.
The introduction of the disk W 0 is a bit conservative in the sense that it limits the e ect of the noise in the complex plane to a subset of what it really is. Let us explain how this conservativeness is introduced. Suppose that for the SISO case, r 0 and the measured complex number lies outside of the disk W 0 , but inside the uncertainty set U. Then this datum is not consistent with our plant and noise models, but jr(j!)j can be increased, at the price of added conservativeness, until an admissible factor perturbation together with a noise in W will account for it. On the other hand, had we chosen to approximate U by a disk covering it, then a measured datum lying inside the disk but outside of U could be concluded to be consistent with the plant and noise models, even though it is not. The noise set U is a hard constraint that cannot be enlarged without risking an erroneous conclusion of consistency. This might lead to instability of a closed-loop system with a controller designed using the model. We can, however, consider a subset of U that will make the problem more tractable, as we did by choosing W 0 . 
where W 2 C (m+p) m , U 2 C p m , and 2 C p (m+p) . Equation (11) is just an underdetermined system of linear equations over the eld C .
Let i = (j! i ) for i = 1; : : : ; N, with similar de nitions for W i and U i . We seek a test that would show whether or not there exists a rational matrix that belongs to the uncertainty set D r and satis es the interpolation constraints given by (11) at the distinct frequencies f! 1 ; : : : ; ! N g. This is done in two steps: First, with G(j! i ) = i solve the matrix equation (11) for i , i = 1; : : : ; N, such that i has minimum norm. Note that U i RafW i g, so there exist an in nity of solutions to (11) and a minimum-norm solution can always be computed. For instance, the matrix W i has full column rank, so a minimum-norm solution i to (11) is given by the premultiplication of the Moore-Penrose left-inverse of W i by U i :
If the norm of i is greater than or equal to jr(j! i )j for some i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng, then the test fails: The family of coprime factorizations cannot account for the frequency-response data. If k i k < jr(j! i )j; 8i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng, then we must show that there exists a matrix-valued function 2 RH 1 taking on the complex matrix values f i g N i=1 at the frequencies f! i g N i=1 and such that k (j!)k < jr(j!)j, 8! 2 R. Those are the two steps in the proof of the main result of this section, which goes as follows.
Theorem 2 The noise-free open-loop MIMO CF model/data consistency problem (Problem 2) has a positive answer i k i k < jr(j! i )j for all i = 1; : : : ; N.
A few results must be introduced before the proof of Theorem 2 can be presented.
The interpolation problem at hand can be scaled as follows: Find a function 2 RH 1 interpolating the product r ?1 (j! i ) i at s = j! i , i = 1; : : : ; N and such that k k 1 < 1. The interpolation problem in RH 1 of the right half-plane is then transformed to an interpolation problem in RH 1 (D ) by using the one-to-one scalar bilinear transformation s 7 ! z de ned by z = (1 ? s)=(1 + s) which maps the closed right half-plane onto the closed unit disk D . Thus the boundary interpolation problem can be stated as Problem 3 Given a set of distinct points fe j i g r i=1 on the unit circle @D and a set f~ i g r i=1 in C m n satisfying k~ i k < 1 for i = 1; : : : ; N,~ l = (~ j ) T 
Note that P is positive de nite i P is positive de nite. Write P as and P e := P ? P a . Note that each nonzero (o -diagonal) block in P e has as a factor. Clearly P a is positive de nite, thus i (P a ) > 0, i = 1; : : : ; rp. Also, note that P a and P e are both Hermitian. Identifying A with P a and E with P e in Proposition 1, we get the following inequality: j k ?^ k j (P e ), k = 1; : : : ; rp: (17) This says that since we can make the spectral radius (P e ) as small as we want by proper choice of , we can make it smaller than 1 for some 1 The bound jr(j!)j can be shaped such that the inequality in the theorem statement is satis ed for all i. One can see how r can be constructed and improved as new experimental data become available.
Numerical Example
Suppose we are given a nominal coprime factorization G =M Equation (12) is used repeatedly to compute the ve 2 5 minimum-norm perturbations solving the consistency equation (10) at the ve measurement frequencies. Figure 5 shows a plot of the magnitude of r(j!), the norm of (j!), and the norms of the i 's. The model is inconsistent with the data at the two frequencies ! 4 and ! 5 , but it can be made consistent by simply shifting jr(j!)j towards higher frequencies. For instance, r 1 (s) = 10 ?8 s+0:3 0:5s+1 makes the model consistent with all the data.
Interestingly, the actual factor perturbations used to generate G p are not accounted for by either r or r 1 (k (j!)k > jr 1 (j!)j at high frequencies). So a legitimate question arises: Would a controller designed to be robust to all factor perturbations of norm less than jr 1 (j!)j necessarily destabilize G p ? The answer is no for two reasons. First, Theorem 1 does not say that the closedloop system is unstable for all plant models not belonging to P. Second, the perturbed factorsM p andÑ p used to form G p are one possible factorization of G p . What Figure 5 suggests, in light of Theorem 2, is that there may exist at least one factorization of G p that leads to a perturbation of norm less than the magnitude of r 1 on the j!-axis. This is not as strong as saying that there does exist such a factorization. What Theorem 2 says is that there exists at least one 2 D r 1 that can reproduce the frequency-response data. The model/data consistency problem that we want to solve is the following.
Problem 5 Given noise-free, invertible, open-loop frequency-response data f i g N i=1 C p p at the distinct frequencies ! 1 ; : : : ; ! N , could they have been produced by at least one model in P? Or, in other words, does there exist 2 D r such that G p (j! i ) = i , i = 1; : : : ; N?
Note that this problem is not as easily solved as the previous one because in general C is not square.
We make three other assumptions: Referring to Figure 6 , we can see that a necessary condition for consistency is that the columns of the p p matrix (^ ? P 22 ) lie in Ra fP 21 g, where^ := J ?1 is the scaled datum and P 21 is p n. But we have to assume that^ ? P 22 is nonsingular (Assumption (A.5)) for Lemma 3 to hold true, so it follows that P 21 must have full row rank p. This is turn implies that we must have n p. In order to establish this result, we need to study consistency at one frequency. The consistency problem at frequency ! is stated as follows.
P(j!)
Problem 6 Given a noise-free invertible frequency-response datum 2 C p p at frequency !, does there exist~ 2 BC n (n+p) such that C(M + M) ?1 (Ñ + N)J = , i.e.,
? F U (P;~ ) = 0? If the in mum is less than 1, then the coprime factor model is consistent with the datum, otherwise it is not. Problem 7 is readily solved by a version of the Schmidt-Mirsky Theorem 21].
Theorem 6 (Schmidt-Mirsky) Let E 2 C q r , F 2 C r q . Then for i = 1; : : : ; minfq; rg, inf fkEk : rank(I ? FE) r ? ig = i (F ) ?1 :
Furthermore, the in mum is achieved by a matrixÊ for which rank(I ? FÊ) = r ? i.
Remark 1 A matrixÊ can be computed as follows. Let F have the singular value decomposition F = U F V , where U 2 C r r and V 2 Care unitary and F 2 C r q has the singular values of F in decreasing order as its (j; j) entries and zeros elsewhere. ThenÊ = V E U , where E 2 C q r and E ] jj is the inverse of the j th singular value of F for 1 j i. All other entries of E are zeros.
The result of Theorem 6 tailored to our problem is just where the last inequality follows from (A.1). Hence by Lemma 3,^ ? F U (P;~ ) = 0. Necessity Suppose that for~ 2 BC n (p+n) ,^ ?F U (P;~ ) = 0. Obviously, I ?P 11~ is nonsingular since k~ k Proof of Theorem 5 Su ciency Suppose that 8i = 1; : : : ; N, p F L (P i ;^ ?1 i )] ?1 < 1. Then for each i, Lemma 4 says that 9~ i 2 BC n (p+n) making the perturbed CF model and the datum i consistent at frequency ! i . The unscaled i is such that k i k < jr i j, and the boundary interpolation theorem (Theorem 4) used as in the proof of Theorem 2 says that there is a stable perturbation 2 D r that interpolates the matrices f i g N i=1 at fj! i g N i=1 . Necessity Suppose that for some k, 1 k N, p F L (P k ;^ ?1 k )] ?1 1. Then Lemma 4 says that k is inconsistent with the model at frequency ! k , i.e., the answer to Problem 5 is negative.
4.2
Noisy SISO Case
The model/data consistency problem will be studied for standard and special left-coprime factor- 
The factor uncertainty set D r and the family of perturbed plants P are as de ned in (3) and (4) respectively. The scalar noise set W was de ned in ( Note that V , V ij are de ned in the usual way at frequency !. Thus the general consistency problem at frequency ! can be stated as follows.
Problem 9 Given a nonzero noisy frequency-response datum at frequency !, do there exist 2 BC n (n+1) and a complex noise a 2 W such that ? F U (V;~ s ) = 0 ?
The key idea for solving this problem is to write a consistency equation equivalent to (25), but that has a feedback interpretation as in 
This set will be useful in deriving the consistency results for the general factorization.
Recall that we are given N nonzero noisy scalar frequency-response measurements f i g N i=1 in C corresponding to the distinct frequencies ! 1 ; : : : ; ! N . We seek a solution to Problem 8, and the main result, Theorem 7, provides a complete one. Figure 9 . This result is summarized in the following lemma. This result provides a su cient condition for the original consistency problem in the complex plane, i.e., Problem 8 with the uncertainty disk W 0 replaced by U in Figure 4 , under the assumption that U is square.
Suppose that for a given set of frequency-response measurements, the test reveals that the LCF Proof Follows from the fact that if jr 0 j j > jr j j, then f : k k < jr j jg : k k < jr 0 j j :
Numerical Example
Experimental frequency-response data obtained on a planar two-link exible robot 16] are used for a numerical example illustrating the result. The plant has two motor voltage inputs at the joints and two outputs, namely the tip position of the rst link, and the angle of the second joint. The measurements were taken in the zero-angle con guration. Here we want to test a coprime factor model of the SISO plant from the motor voltage of the rst joint to the tip position of the rst link. This factorization was derived from the nominal model of the exible robot given in 16], and a bound r on the factor uncertainty was obtained using the method proposed in 4] for factorizations of large exible space structures. This bound would guarantee robustness to roughly 0.1% uncertainty in the modal frequencies, 1% uncertainty in the entries of the input matrix, and 1% uncertainty in the damping ratios if a robust controller were designed using the technique of 4]. These margins are quite small, but this is because the method of 4] works better for systems with clustered exible modes, such as LFSS, than for systems with exible modes far apart, such as exible beams or exible robots. We had to reduce further the size of r by a half such that Assumption (A.1) holds.
The noise level in the data was estimated to be roughly L a = 0:06. The measurements were taken Notice that rigid-body modes were not included in order to keep the nominal model stable, although the data in Figure 10 shows that there seem to be two poles at s = 0, as one would expect. Nonetheless, we will check if the data are consistent with this model and the noise level L a . The weighting function bounding the factor uncertainty is r(s) = 5 10 ?4 s+:75
s+1
. Figure 11 shows a plot of the singular values ofM(j!) and of the magnitude of the weighting function r.
Finally, the structured singular value ? F L V (j! i ); ?1 i is plotted in Figure 12 . Because the structured perturbation~ s has only one scalar block and one full block, ? can be computed to any desired accuracy 1]. It is seen to be smaller than one at many measurement frequencies.
Hence, it can be concluded that the family of plants P and the noise set W are not consistent with the data with this r. One would have to reshape the bound r, and perhaps even adopt a new nominal coprime factorization to get consistency. Note that once the LFTs were computed, the -test only took a few seconds on a Sun TM SPARCstation TM 10.
Conclusion
The general model/data consistency problem was formulated and specialized to perturbed coprime factor models and frequency-response data. The rst problem considered, the open-loop noisefree MIMO case, led to a boundary interpolation theorem in RH 1 . This theorem was used for the other cases as well and allowed us to focus on consistency at one measurement frequency at a time. This simpli es the problem because then the consistency equations involve constant complex matrices only. Hence the tests for consistency boil down to showing that there exist constant factor perturbations of norm less than one such that the complex consistency equations hold at each measurement frequency. These tests involve singular value or structured singular value computations on LFTs constructed with the complex frequency-response data and the a priori information of the nominal coprime factorization and the factor uncertainty and noise bounds. In the open-loop case it was shown that the bound jr(j!)j on the factor uncertainty can be modi ed such that consistency is obtained for all measurements. It is now clear how r can be constructed and improved as new experimental data become available. This allows the control system designer to reduce the uncertainty about the size of the plant's uncertainty.
